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Abstract- Face recognition systems are widely used in
applications
ranging
from
identification
to
authentication. Certain concerns however are raised
along with their popularity such as face spoof attacks
where an impostor could use the photo or video of the
authorised user and get access to the facilities. This
paper proposes a classification based face anti spoof
detection technique using HOG and Gabor features.
Images are input to the system and feature extraction
techniques are implemented. Finally naive bayes
classifier is used to classify images on faces 94 database
and results are compared with state of art methods.
Index Terms- Face spoof attacks, Histogram of
gradients, Gabor filter

INTRODUCTION
Providing security to a face recognition system is a
challenging job. Attackers can easily acquire face
images of the authorized person (with digital devices
or social media) prints it on the paper, spoof the
system and then gain the access. Therefore an
efficient face recognition system not only requires
good face recognising capabilities but must be able to
distinguish genuine images from the fake images.
Many papers have been published recently on face
anti spoofing [1-7]. But competition increases with
the rapid development in this field [8-10]. Various
frameworks for verification system has been
designed and compared with state of the art methods.
In [11] an algorithm based on image distortion
analysis investigates the difference between real and
fake images. SVM classifier is trained for face spoof
attacks. Individual person specific anti spoofing
approach overcomes the challenges of a generic anti
spoofing system. A classifier helps in extracting face
spoof attacks for each subject [12]
In this framework we have developed a face anti
spoof detection system by first extracting
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discriminative textual features from the test images(
Spoof images) and training images( Real images) by
using Hog and Gabor feature descriptors And then
we have classified the genuine and fake images with
the help of simple probabilistic naive bayes
classifiers
LITERATURE SURVEY
Significant developments have been made in past few
years for treating face spoof attacks. But due to the
varying nature of these attacks it is very difficult to
develop a universal face anti spoofing technique.
Image features helps in enhancing the stability of
face spoofing classifier. Fake faces and real faces
have different micro textures, spoof images are
highlighted by these discriminative features. Texture
based technique is used to prevent the system for face
spoof attacks. [13]
Spoofing attacks are a major concern for biometric
systems, software and hardware based face spoof
detection methods have been proposed for reducing
the threat of an impostor gaining someone access
rights. The biometric traits of enrolled client are
stored in the system database. The claimed biometric
traits of a person are then verified by comparing it
with the stored biometric traits. A matching score is
obtained after the verification process which is then
compared with the threshold. The systems allows
user only when the score is more than the threshold
otherwise he/she is rejected and considered as an
impostor [14]
Certain details differentiate real images from fake
ones, flash is one of them. Flash highlights some
details in 3D images which are not present in printed
2D images used by impostors. Local features from
the flash images are extracted by Local binary Pattern
(LBP). Light intensity varies in the flash images and
standard deviation is use to measure intensity.
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Method applies SVM classifier to distinguish genuine
user from the attackers [15]
Real images behave normally whereas fake images
are considered to exhibit abnormal behaviour. Using
class modelling anomalies in the data are detected.
Data which is labelled as anomaly considered as
spoofed and does not belong to the class of real
images. Dynamic textual descriptors are used to
model temporal and spectral features in the sample
images. This paper investigates new samples by
extracting anomalies and setting boundaries for the
target data. Minimisation approach is employed in
SVDD classifier for detecting new samples [16]
Unsupervised domain adaption helps in learning
discriminative features from labelled and unlabelled
data. In [17] Labelled samples are provided to source
domain and unlabelled samples to the target domain.
Classifier learns from both of the samples and its
results are compared with the supervised domain
adaption.
Generally texture, motion and liveliness is used for
detecting spoof attack in a biometric system. Texture
based methods examines the textural differences
between the real and spoof images. Motion based
techniques finds the distinctive features in a 3D
human face and uses it as cue for detecting the 2d
printed spoof attacks. Eye blinking, lip movement
and some involuntary body movements are used as a
sign to detect liveliness in the image. The proposed
method use client based information rather than
complex strategies to find the spoof attacks for
biometric systems [18]
Due to certain factors partition of feature space
become extremely complicated. Xiao, et.al proposed
two novel features to reduce complexity in the face
recognition system. Template face depth binocular
and spatial pyramid micro text feature are used along
with a spatial coding algorithm for this purpose.
These two features implemented multi model face
anti spoofing on widely used dataset and the
experiments are compared with the existing methods
[19]
Liveliness features from three facets, optical flow
based scene motion, shearlet based image quality and
optical flow based face motion features are proposed
in [20]. All these features employed altogether
provide a better image quality feature descriptor. No
scenic or motion model is assumed in the proposed
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work. Higher accuracy is achieved as compared with
the state of the art methods.
David Menott et.al [21] proposed a face spoof
detection system employing two deep learning
models. Architecture optimisation finds the best
architecture of convolution neural network and filter
optimisation implemented in the proposed work on
the other hand learns the filter weights. Both of these
optimisation techniques are applied separately as well
as together. These approaches are implemented on
nine widely available datasets and the results
outperform all the existing methods.
PROPOSED WORK
In this work we present a face spoof detection
technique in which the spoof attacks by an impostor
are detected by naive bayes classification approach.
Real Images are fed to the training database and
spoofed images are presented to the target database.
Features are extracted from the images fed to the
training and test database. The extracted features
from both datasets help in differentiating real images
from the fake images. We have implemented Hog
and Gabor feature descriptors to analyse the textual
differences in the genuine and fake images. The naive
bayes classifier finally applies simple probabilistic
approach to classify images.
HOG FEATURES
Hog features helps in calculating local shape features
from the region of interest of an image. Hog features
basically divides the windows into small regions
called cell and then accumulates local gradient
orientations over the cell pixels. In the first step of
hog feature extraction gradients values are calculated
both in the horizontal and the vertical positions. In
the second step cell histograms are derived from the
orientations and finally normalisation is done. Each
cell histograms has certain bins which represent the
gradient orientation that should be equally spaced
between 0 to 180 or 0 to 360. Each cell histograms
are calculated by adding its magnitude values to the
corresponding orientation bin, this value is called
vote.
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Naive bayes classifiers are popular in image
processing applications this is because they provide
simple yet effective methods for image classification.
In naive bayes model each attribute is independent of
each other and every one of them contributes for the
final decision. This classifier is based on Bayesian a
network which is a probabilistic model. When the
input data is provided to the classifier which are the
extracted features of the real and the spoofed images,
the classifier created the probabilistic values for each
data sequence and compared them to obtain the
classified result.
The classified algorithm obtained results in two
categories real of fake. The probability of data is
obtained using the standard bayessian equation:
Figure 1 Hog features of a training image
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Gabor transformation is implemented in Gabor
feature extraction techniques. In gabor transformation
2D gabor filter is multiplied with the guassian
function. Convolution theorem is implemented and
filters are convolved with the signal. As textual
information in the real and the fake images are
different, the output of the gabor filter helps in
detecting this dissimilarity.
Mathematically the input image v(x,y) is
multiplied/Convolved with the guassian function
g(x,y) as represented in the equation 1
(
)
(
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The proposed scheme has been represented in the
figure 2 and its corresponding steps are described
below:
1. Real images are fed to the training database for
training classifier and spoofed images are fed to
the test database.
2. Mean of all images are calculated and the images
are subtracted from it one by one.
3. To take the average of both hog and Gabor
feature extraction schemes eigen values are
calculated.
4. The features extracted from the train images and
test images are then classified with the help of
naive bayes classifier.
5. And finally classifier obtains the results in two
categories genuine or fake.

Where α and β are integral values and g(x,y) is the
guassian function and can be represented as
G( x,y,ψ,λ,θ,σ,ᵧ) = exp(

) cos ( 2π + ψ)

X‟=xcos(θ)+ysin(θ)
Y‟=xsin(θ)+ycos(θ)
Where θ – orientation of the gabor function
λ – Wavelength of the sinusoidal function
 – Standard deviation of Gaussian factor
 - Phase offset of the gabor function
The parameter θ has real values which range from 0
and λ and phase offset parameter is used to decide the
symmetry of the filter.
NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER
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Fig 2 Flow Diagram of Proposed Scheme
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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In this section image database and results are
discussed, the experiments are conducted on faces 94
database and the coding is done in Matlab. In the
proposed work total half rate, accuracy, false
acceptance rate and execution time is calculated and
compared with state of art. Out of the most prominent
techniques of face spoof detection such as Mutiscale
local binary patterns, dynamic local ternary patterns
and LBPnet our systems achieves highest HTER and
outperforms other schemes except LBP net and nLBP net in terms of accuracy.
Method
Hog,Gabor
+Naive
MLBP

EE
R
0.26
11
-

DLTP

-

LBPnet

NUAA best

0.02
1
0.01
8
0.02
9
-

LLD

-

n-LBPnet
LBP+SVM

AU
C
0.97
1
0.99
0
0.95
2
0.09
93
0.99
6
0.95
0
0.96

Acc
0.97
3
0.98
0.94
5
0.97
6
0.98
2
0.97
7
-

HTE
R
0.016
0.025
0.035
0.022
0.017
0.013
2
-

FA
R
0.01
82
0.00
6
0.03
2
0.02
8
0.01
9
-

FR
R
0.01
76
0.04
4
0.03
8
0.01
6
0.01
5
-

-

-

-

-

An additional parameter called execution time is also
calculated that comes out to be 0.00327 seconds in
our research work.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed work is concerned with the recent face
spoof attacks experienced by people all over the
world. The face spoof detection schemes
implemented here utilizes the feature extraction
schemes to detect the fake images. The results are
compared with the recent face spoof detection
techniques and the conventional ones.
Hog and gabor feature extraction schemes are
introduced in the work along with naive bayes
classifier. Parameters such as half total error rate,
accuracy are calculated and compared with the
existing methods. We have finally found that our
system outperforms other systems in terms of HTER
and therefore give better results.
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